Whether you are a life and annuity, non-life, reinsurance or health insurer, we understand the challenges that you face and the opportunities that you need to leverage to reach your goals.

BNY Mellon knows the Insurance industry. Get to know us.
Big Changes for Insurers
The last several years have been a period of intense change and challenge for insurers. In addition to dealing with the worst financial crisis in decades, insurers are dealing with fundamental changes in solvency and accounting rules, new taxation of investments, increased regulatory focus, uncertainty over the future of capital management and executing business strategies in a softening market.

Turning Insights Into Action
Our keen insights into the insurance industry help us deliver market-driven realities:

– Overcome an escalating regulatory burden
– Maintain an optimum capital position
– Understand and measure full extent of business risks
– Generate investment performance in a low-rate environment
– Manage an increasingly complex operating environment
– Sell into new intermediated markets and channels

Tradition of Excellence
BNY Mellon has developed a deep understanding of the insurance industry, which we have served for well over a century. Ever since 1875, we have been providing the financial services that help insurance companies endure, grow and thrive.

INNOVATIONS FOR INSURERS
Today we are a global investments company that helps insurance companies to invest assets, conduct transactions and do business in capital markets around the world. We specialise in providing investment management and investment services that can help meet your needs throughout the investment lifecycle.

LIFECYCLE SUPPORT
Whether you’re an insurer looking to create, trade, hold, manage, distribute or restructure investments, we can help. Through our global reach, market expertise and innovative solutions, we are positioned to act as a single source in enabling you to meet your goals.
Invested in Solutions

Through our collaborative efforts with insurers, we understand the complexity of your challenges and your potential for growth. We deliver solutions that can help unlock that potential and power your performance.

Investment Management and Investment Services

BNY Mellon is a leader in both investment management and investment services. We offer investment strategies and vehicles that span the asset class spectrum, and we provide services that help insurance companies to conduct business, invest assets and engage in transactions all over the world.

OPERATIONS
- Solvency II compliant asset data reporting
- Centralised data management for Solvency II
- Delivery of "security level look-through" on funds
- Life accounting and fund administration services
- Outsourcing of investment middle and back office systems

ASSETS
- Experts at finding opportunities on your efficient investment frontier
- Offering a range of investment solutions for your cash assets, from term deposits to money funds to actively managed cash investment strategies
- Servicing your distribution channels providing US and UK product visibility platforms
- Servicing and safekeeping of your assets, including integrated residual cash management, currency sweeps, securities lending and collateral management

LIABILITIES
- The leading Insurance Linked Securitisation Trustee
- A highly rated counterparty, a top ten provider of foreign exchange and a leading market maker in interest rate derivatives

CAPITAL
- Trustee on some of the largest contingent convertible bonds
- Helping clients write business using both Letters of Credit and Solvency II Compliant Insurance Trusts
- Asset class specific solutions, e.g. collateral management programmes in support of derivatives operations and securities financing operations
- Leading trustee on European insurance company debt issuance
- Leading provider of Depositary Receipt programmes to the insurance industry
The Capabilities to meet Your Challenges

– Maximise risk-adjusted returns in volatile markets
– Increase operational efficiencies and reduce fixed costs
– Improve enterprise risk management and reporting
– Enhance capital efficiency
– Optimise information management and transparency
– Meet complex regulatory and reporting requirements
– Extend distribution platforms
– Achieve sustainable growth

Contact Our Experts
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